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Introduction

Software libraries are the building blocks of millions of programs, and they run
on the devices of billions of users every day. Therefore, their correctness is of the
utmost importance. The importance and potential of formal software verification
as a means of rigorously validating state-of-the-art, real software and improving
it, is convincingly illustrated by its application to TimSort, the default sorting
library in many widely used programming languages, including Java and Python,
and platforms like Android (see [8,6]): a crashing implementation bug was found.
The Java implementation of TimSort belongs to the Java Collection framework which provides implementations of basic data structures and is among the
most widely used libraries. Nonetheless, over the years, 877 bugs in the Collections Framework have been reported in the official OpenJDK bug tracker.
Due to the intrinsic complexity of modern software, the possibility of interventions by a human verifier is indispensable for proving correctness. This holds
in particular for the Java Collection library, where programs are expected to behave correctly for inputs of arbitrary size. As a particular case study, we discuss
the formal verification of a corrected version of the implementation of a linked
list as specified by the class LinkedList of the Java Collection framework. Apart
from the fact that the data structure of a linked list is one of the basic structures
for storing and maintaining unbounded data, this is an interesting case study
because it provides further evidence that formal verification of real software can
lead to major improvements and correctness guarantees.
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We follow the general workflow underlying the TimSort
case as depicted in Figure 1. The workflow starts
Formal
Specification
with a formalisation of the informal documentation of
the Java code in the Java Modeling Language [14]. This
formalisation goes hand in hand with the formal veriVerification
fication: failed verification attempts can provide information about further refinements of the specs. A failed
verification attempt may also indicate an error in the
code, and can as such be used for the generation of test
Test-case
Generation
cases to detect the error at run-time.
LinkedList is the only List implementation in the
Collection Framework that allows collections of unCode
bounded size. Following this workflow we found out
Revision
that the Java linked list implementation does not correctly take into account the Java integer overflow semantics. It is exactly for large lists (≥ 231 items), that
Fig. 1: Workflow
the implementation breaks. This basic observation gave
rise to a number of test cases which show that Java’s
LinkedList class breaks 22 methods out of a total of 25 methods of the List!4
On the basis of these test cases we propose in Section 2 also a fixed version of
the Java linked list implementation and formally specify and verify its correctness
in Section 3 with respect to the Java integer overflow semantics. In Section 4 we
discuss the main challenges posed by this case study and related work.
This case study has been carried out using the state-of-the-art KeY theorem
prover [1], because it formalizes the integer overflow semantics of Java and it
allows to directly load Java programs. An archive of proof files and the KeY
version used in this work is available [9].
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LinkedList in OpenJDK

public class LinkedList<E>
extends AbstractSequentialList<E>
implements List<E>, Deque<E>, ... {
transient int size = 0;
transient Node<E> first;
transient Node<E> last;
private static class Node<E> {
E item;
Node<E> next;
Node<E> prev;
Node(Node<E> p, E i, Node<E> n) ...
}
...
}

public boolean add(E e) {
linkLast(e);
return true;
}
void linkLast(E e) {
final Node<E> l = last;
final Node<E> newNode =
new Node<>(l, e, null);
last = newNode;
if (l == null) first = newNode;
else l.next = newNode;
size++;
modCount++;
}

LinkedList was introduced in Java version 1.2 as part of Java’s Collection
Framework in 1998. Figure 2 shows how LinkedList fits in the type hierarchy of
4

We filed a bug report to the official Java bug tracker. Once the report is made public
by the Java maintainers, we will add the URL as metadata to our repository [9].
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this framework. LinkedList implements the List interface, and also supports
all general Collection methods as well as the methods from the Queue and
Deque interface. The List interface provides positional access to the elements of
the list, where each element is indexed by Java’s primitive int type.
The structure of the LinkedList class
is shown before. This class has three
Object
ListIterator
Iterator
attributes: a size field, which stores
the number of elements in the list,
AbstractCollection
Iterable
and two fields that store a reference to
the first and last node. Internally,
AbstractList
List
Collection
it uses the private static nested Node
class to represent the items in the list.
AbstractSequentialList
A static nested private class behaves
like a top-level class, except that it is
Deque
Queue
LinkedList
not visible outside the enclosing class
Fig. 2: Java Collections framework (LinkedList, in this case). Nodes are
with LinkedList in lower-left corner. doubly linked; each node is connected
Classes have thick edges, interfaces to the preceding (field prev) and suchave thin edges. This picture shows the ceeding node (field next). These fields
contain null in case no preceding or
complex inheritance structure.
succeeding node exists. The data itself
is contained in the item field of a node.
LinkedList contains 57 methods. Due to space limitations, we focus on three
characteristic methods. Method add(E) calls method linkLast(E), which creates a new Node object to store the new item and adds the new node to the end
of the list. Finally the new size is determined by unconditionally incrementing
the value of the size field, which has type int. Method indexOf(Object) returns the position (of type int) of the first occurrence of the specified element
in the list, or −1 if it’s not present.
extends

extends

uses

uses

implements

extends

extends

implements

extends

extends

extends

extends

implements

extends

public int indexOf(Object o) {
int index = 0;
if (o == null) {
for (Node<E> x = first; x != null; x = x.next) {
if (x.item == null)
return index;
index++;
}
} else {
for (Node<E> x = first; x != null; x = x.next) {
if (o.equals(x.item))
return index;
index++;
}
}
return -1;
}

Each linked list consists of a sequence of nodes. Sequences are finite, indexing
of sequences starts at zero, and we write σ[i] to mean the ith element of some
sequence σ. A chain is a sequence σ of nodes of length n > 0 such that: the
prev reference of the first node σ[0] is null, the next reference of the last node
σ[n − 1] is null, the prev reference of node σ[i] is node σ[i − 1] for every index
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Fig. 3: Three example linked lists: empty, with a chain of one node, and with a
chain of two nodes. Items themselves are not shown.
0 < i < n, and the next reference of node σ[i] is node σ[i + 1] for every index
0 ≤ i < n−1. The first and last references of a linked list are either both null
to represent the empty linked list, or there is some chain σ between the first
and last node, viz. σ[0] = first and σ[n − 1] = last. Figure 3 shows example
instances. Also see standard literature such as Knuth’s [13, Section 2.2.5].
We make a distinction between the actual size of a linked list and its cached
size. In principle, the size of a linked list can be computed by walking through
the chain from the first to the last node, following the next reference, and
counting the number of nodes. For performance reasons, the Java implementation
also maintains a cached size. The cached size is stored in the linked list instance.
Two basic properties of doubly-linked lists are acyclicity and unique first and
last nodes. Acyclicity is the statement that for any indices 0 ≤ i < j < n the
nodes σ[i] and σ[j] are different. First and last nodes are unique: for any index
i such that σ[i] is a node, the next of σ[i] is null if and only if i = n − 1, and
prev of σ[i] is null if and only if i = 0. Each item is stored in a separate node,
and the same item may be stored in different nodes when duplicate items are
present in the list.
2.1

Integer overflow bug

The size of a linked list is encoded by a signed 32-bit integer (Java’s primitive
int type) that has a two’s complement binary representation where the most
significant bit is a sign bit. The values of int are bounded and between −231
(Integer.MIN VALUE) and 231 − 1 (Integer.MAX VALUE), inclusive. Adding one
to the maximum value, 231 − 1, results in the minimum value, −231 : the carry
of addition is stored in the sign bit, thereby changing the sign.
Since the linked list implementation maintains one node for each element, its
size is implicitly bounded by the number of node instances that can be created.
Until 2002, the JVM was limited to a 32-bit address space, imposing a limit of
4 gigabytes (GiB) of memory. In practice this is insufficient to create 231 node
instances. Since 2002, a 64-bit JVM is available allowing much larger amounts
of addressable memory. Depending on the available memory, in principle it is
now possible to create 231 or more node instances. In practice such lists can be
constructed today on systems with 64 gigabytes of memory, e.g., by repeatedly
adding elements. However, for such large lists, at least 20 methods break, caused
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by signed integer overflow. For example, several methods crash with a run-time
exception or exhibit unexpected behavior!
Integer overflow bugs are a common attack vector for security vulnerabilities:
even if the overflow bug may seem benign, its presence may serve as a small step
in a larger attack. Integer overflow bugs can be exploited more easily on large
memory machines used for ‘big data’ applications, e.g. there are real-world at32
tacks that involve Java arrays with approximately 2 /5 elements [5, Section 3.2].
The Collection interface allows for collections with over Integer.MAX VALUE elements. For example, its documentation (Javadoc) explicitly states the
behavior of the size() method: ‘Returns the number of elements in this collection. If this collection contains more than Integer.MAX VALUE elements, returns
Integer.MAX VALUE’. The special case (‘more than . . . ’) for large collections is
necessary because size() returns a value of type int.
When add(E) is called and unconditionally increments the size field, an
overflow happens after adding 231 elements, resulting in a negative size value.
In fact, as the Javadoc of the List interface (see Appendix B.1) describes, this
interface is based on integer indices of elements: ‘The user can access elements
by their integer index (position in the list), . . . ’. For elements beyond Integer.MAX VALUE, it is very unclear what integer index should be used. Since
there are only 232 different integer values, at most 232 node instances can be
associated with an unique index. For larger lists, elements cannot be uniquely
addressed anymore using an integer index. In essence, as we shall see in more
detail below, the bounded nature of the integer indices implies that the design
of the List interfaces breaks down for large lists. Remarkably, the actual size of
the linked list remains correct as the chain is still in place: most methods of the
Queue interface still work. The above observations have many ramifications: it
can be shown that 22 out of the 25 methods in the List interface are broken.
2.2

Reproduction

We have run a number of test cases to show the presence of bugs caused by the
integer overflow. The running Java version was Oracle’s JDK8 (build 1.8.0 201b09) that has the same LinkedList implementation as in OpenJDK8. Before
running a test case, we set up an empty linked list instance. Below, we give an
high-level overview of the test cases. Each test case uses letSizeOverflow() or
addElementsUntilSizeIs0(): these repeatedly call the method add() to fill the
linked list with null elements, and the latter method also adds a last element
("this is the last element") causing size to be 0 again.
1. Directly after size overflows, the size() methods returns a negative value,
violating what the corresponding Javadoc stipulates: its value should remain
Integer.MAX VALUE = 231 − 1.
letSizeOverflow();
System.out.println("linkedList.size() = " + linkedList.size() + ", actual: " + count);
// linkedList.size() = -2147483648, actual: 2147483648

Clearly this behavior is in contradiction with the documentation. The actual
number of elements is determined by having a field count (of type long) that
is incremented each time the method add() is called.
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2. The query method get(int) returns the element at the specified position in
the list. It throws an IndexOutOfBoundsException exception when size is
negative. From the informal specification, it is unclear what indices should
be associated with elements beyond Integer.MAX VALUE.
letSizeOverflow();
System.out.println(linkedList.get(0));
// Exception in thread "main" IndexOutOfBoundsException: Index: 0, Size: -2147483648
//
at java.util.LinkedList.checkElementIndex(LinkedList.java:555) ...

3. The method toArray() returns an array containing all of the elements in
this list in proper sequence (from first to last element). When size is negative, this method throws a NegativeArraySizeException exception. Furthermore, since the array size is bounded by 231 − 1 elements5 , the contract
of toArray() is unsatisfiable for lists larger than this. The method Collections.sort(List<T>) sorts the specified list into ascending order, according
to the natural ordering of its elements. This method calls toArray(), and
therefore also throws a NegativeArraySizeException.
letSizeOverflow();
Collections.sort(linkedList);
// Exception in thread "main" NegativeArraySizeException
//
at java.util.LinkedList.toArray(LinkedList.java:1050)...

4. Method indexOf(Object o) returns the index of the first occurrence of the
specified element in this list, or −1 if this list does not contain the element.
However due to the overflow, it is possible to have an element in the list
associated to index −1, which breaks the contract of this method.
addElementsUntilSizeIs0();
String last;
System.out.println("linkedList.getLast() = " + (last = linkedList.getLast()));
// linkedList.getLast() = This is the last element
System.out.println("linkedList.indexOf(" + last + ") = " + linkedList.indexOf(last));
// linkedList.indexOf(This is the last element) = -1

5. Method contains(Object o) returns true if this list contains the specified
element. If an element is associated with index −1, it will indicate wrongly
that this particular element is not present in the list.
addElementsUntilSizeIs0();
String last;
System.out.println("linkedList.getLast() = " + (last = linkedList.getLast()));
// linkedList.getLast() = This is the last element
System.out.println("linkedList.contains(" + last + ") = " linkedList.contains(last));
// linkedList.contains(This is the last element) = false

Specifically, method letSizeOverflow() adds 231 elements that causes the
overflow of size. Method addElementsUntilSizeIs0() first adds 232 − 1 elements: the value of size is then −1. Then, it adds the last element, and size
is 0 again. All elements added are null, except for the last element. For test
cases 4 and 5, we deliberately misuse the overflow bug to associate an element
with index −1. This means that method indexOf(Object) for this element returns −1, which according to the documentation means that the element is not
present. For test cases 1, 2 and 3 we needed 65 gigabytes of memory for the JRE
on a VM with 67 gigabytes of memory. For test cases 4 and 5 we needed 167
5

In practice, the maximum array length turns out to be 231 − 5, as some bytes are
reserved for object headers, but this may vary between Java versions [5,12].
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gigabytes of memory for the JRE on a VM with 172 gigabytes of memory. All
test cases were carried out on a machine in a private cloud (SURFsara), which
provides instances that satisfy these system requirements.
2.3

Mitigation

There are multiple directions for mitigating the overflow bug: do not fix, fail fast,
long size field and long or BigInteger indices. Due to lack of space, we describe
only the fail fast solution. This solution stays reasonably close to the original
implementation of LinkedList and does not leave any behavior unspecified.
In the fail fast solution, we ensure that the overflow of size may never occur.
Whenever elements would be added that cause the size field to overflow, the
operation throws an exception and leaves the list unchanged. As the exception
is triggered right before the overflow would otherwise occur, the value of size is
guaranteed to be bounded by Integer.MAX VALUE, i.e. it never becomes negative.
This solution requires a slight adaptation of the implementation: for methods that increase the size field, only one additional check has to be performed
before a LinkedList instance is modified. This checks whether the result of
the method causes an overflow of the size field. Under this condition, an IllegalStateException is thrown. Thus, only in states where size is less than
Integer.MAX VALUE, it is acceptable to add a single element to the list.
We shall work in a separate class called BoundedLinkedList: this is the improved version that does not allow more than 231 − 1 elements. Compared to the
original LinkedList, two methods are added, isMaxSize() and checkSize():
private boolean isMaxSize() {
return size == Integer.MAX_VALUE;
}
private void checkSize() {
if (isMaxSize())
throw new IllegalStateException("Not enough space");
}

These methods implement an overflow check. The latter method is called before any modification occurs that increases the size by one: this ensures that
size never overflows. Some methods now differ when compared to the original
LinkedList, as they involve an invocation of the checkSize() method.

3

Specification and verification of BoundedLinkedList

The aim of our specification and verification effort is to verify formalizations of
the given Javadoc specifications (stated in natural language) of the LinkedList.
This includes establishing absence of overflow errors. Moreover, we restrict our
attention only to BoundedLinkedList and not to the rest of the Collection framework or Java classes: methods that involve parameters with interface types, Java
serialization or Java reflection are not considered.
BoundedLinkedList inherits from AbstractSequentialList, but we consider its inherited methods out of scope. These methods operate on other collections such as removeAll or containsAll, and methods that have other classes as
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return type such as iterator. However, these methods call methods overloaded
by BoundedLinkedList, and can not cause an overflow by themselves.
We have made use of KeY’s stub generator to generate dummy contracts
for other classes that BoundedLinkedList depends on, such as for the inherited
interfaces and abstract super classes. The stub generator moreover deals with
generics by erasing the generic type parameters. We assume for exceptions that
their constructors are pure. An important stub contract is the equality method
of the absolute super class Object, which we have adapted: we assume that every
object has a side-effect free, terminating and deterministic implementation of its
equality method6 .
public class Object {
/*@ public normal_behavior
@
requires true;
@
ensures \result == self.equals(param0);
@*/
public /*@ helper strictly_pure @*/ boolean
equals(/*@ nullable */ Object param0);
...
}

3.1

Specification

Following our workflow, we have iterated a number of times before the specifications we present here were obtained. This is a costly procedure, as revising
some specifications requires redoing most verification effort. Until sufficient information is present in the specification, proving, for example, termination of a
method is difficult or even impossible: from stuck verification attempts, and an
intuitive idea of why a proof is stuck, the specification is revised.
Ghost fields. We use JML’s ghost fields: these are logical fields that for each
object gets a value assigned in a heap. The value of these fields are conceptual,
i.e. only used for specification and verification purposes. During run-time, this
field is not present and cannot affect the course of execution. Our improved class
is annotated with two ghost fields: nodeList and nodeIndex.
The type of the nodeList ghost field is an abstract data type of sequences,
a KeY built-in. This type has standard constructors and operations that can be
used in contracts and in JML set annotations. A sequence has a length, which
is finite but unbounded. The type of a sequence’s length is \bigint. In KeY a
sequence is unityped: all its elements are of the any sort, which can be any Java
object reference or primitive, or built-in abstract data type. One needs to apply
appropriate casts and track type information for a sequence of elements in order
to cast elements of the any sort to any of its subsorts.
The nodeIndex ghost field is used as a ghost parameter with unbounded
but finite integers as type. This ghost parameter is only used for specifying
6

In reality, there are Java classes for which equality is not terminating. A nice
example is LinkedList itself, where adding a list to itself easily leads to a
StackOverflowError when testing equality with a similar instance. We consider
this issue out of scope as this behavior is explicitly described by the Javadoc.
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the behavior of the methods unlink(Node) and linkBefore(Object, Node).
The ghost parameter tracks at which index the Node argument is present in the
nodeList. This information is implicit and not needed at run-time.
Class invariant. The ghost field nodeList is used in the class invariant of
our improved implementation, see below. We relate the fields first and last
that hold a reference to a Node instance, and the chain between first and last,
to the contents of the sequence in the ghost field nodeList. This allows us to
express properties in terms of nodeList, where they reflect properties about
the chain on the heap. One may compare this invariant with the description of
chains as given in Section 2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

//@ private ghost \seq nodeList;
//@ private ghost \bigint nodeIndex;
/*@ invariant
@
nodeList.length == size &&
@
nodeList.length <= Integer.MAX_VALUE &&
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length;
@
nodeList[i] instanceof Node) &&
@
((nodeList == \seq_empty && first == null && last == null)
@
|| (nodeList != \seq_empty && first != null &&
@
first.prev == null && last != null &&
@
last.next == null && first == (Node)nodeList[0] &&
@
last == (Node)nodeList[nodeList.length-1])) &&
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 < i < nodeList.length;
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).prev == (Node)nodeList[i-1]) &&
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length-1;
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).next == (Node)nodeList[i+1]);
@*/

The actual size of a linked list is the length of the ghost field nodeList,
whereas the cached size is stored in a 32-bit signed integer field size. On line 4,
the invariant expresses that these two must be equal. Since the length of a
sequence (and thus nodeList) is never negative, this implies that the size field
never overflows. On line 5, this is made explicit: the real size of a linked list is
bounded by Integer.MAX VALUE. Line 5 is redundant as it follows from line 4,
since a 32-bit integer never has a value larger than this maximum value. The
condition on lines 6–7 requires that every node in nodeList is an instance of
Node which implies it is non-null.
A linked list is either empty or non-empty. On line 8, if the linked list is
empty, it is specified that first and last must be null references. On lines
9–12, if the linked list is non-empty, it is specified that first and last are
non-null and moreover that the prev field of the first Node and the next field
of the last Node are null. The nodeList must have as first element the node
pointed to by first, and last as last element. In any case, but vacuously true
if the linked list is empty, does the nodeList form a chain of nodes: lines 13–16
describe that, for every node at index 0 < i < size, the prev field must point
to its predecessor, and similar for successor nodes.
We note three interesting properties that are implied by the above invariant:
acyclicity, unique first and unique last node. These properties can be formulated
by JML formulas as follows. These properties are not part of our invariant;
instead they introduced interactively in KeY. Otherwise, we need to reestablish
these properties each time we show the invariant holds too.
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(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length - 1;
(\forall \bigint j; i < j < nodeList.length;
nodeList[i] != nodeList[j])) &&
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length;
nodeList[i].next == null <==> i = nodeList.length - 1) &&
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length;
nodeList[i].prev == null <==> i = 0)

Methods. All methods within our scope are given a JML contract that specify
its normal behavior and its exceptional behavior. As for an example contract,
consider the lastIndexOf(Object) method in Figure 4: it searches through the
chain of nodes until it finds a node with an item equal to the argument. This
method is interesting due to its potential overflow behavior of the resulting index.
BoundedLinkedList together with all method specifications are available [9].
3.2

Verification

We start by giving a general strategy we apply to verify proof obligations.
We also describe in more detail how to produce a single proof, in this case
lastIndexOf(Object). This gives a general feel how proving in KeY works.
This method is neither trivial, nor very complicated to verify. In this manner,
we have produced proofs for each method contract that we have specified.
Overview of verification steps. When verifying a method, KeY first has to
perform symbolic execution. Symbolic execution transforms modal operators on
program fragments into JavaDL. We have KeY do this by applying a macro.
When doing this, simplification rules are also applied automatically. We keep in
mind that the class invariant contains disjunction, and in case we do not want
them to be split during the execution of the macro. KeY has to be instructed to
delay unfolding the invariant. When symbolic execution is finished, goals may
contains heap expressions that must be simplified. When this is done for all heap
expressions, the open goals look as simple as they can be before simplifying them
further. This in general may be a good moment to compare the open goals to
the method and its annotations, and see whether things in KeY look familiar at
this point. In the remaining part of the proof the user must find an appropriate
mix between interactive and automatic steps.
There are many ways to construct a closed proof tree. At (almost) every step
the user has a choice between applying steps manually or automatically. When
applying a manual step, different choices can be made which rule in what order to
apply where: it takes some experience to choose the best rule. An important rule
is the cut rule that splits a proof tree into two parts. The cut rule significantly
reduce the size of a proof and the effort required to produce it. For example, the
acylicity property can be introduced using cut.
Verification example. The method lastIndexOf has two contracts: one involves a null argument, and another involves a non-null argument. Both proofs
are similar. Moreover, the proof for indexOf(...) is similar but involves the
next reference instead of the prev reference. This contract is interesting, since
proving its correctness shows the absence of the overflow bug.
Proposition. lastIndexOf(Object) as specified in Figure 4 is correct.
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/*@
@ also
@ ...
@ public normal_behavior
@
requires
@
o != null;
ensures
@
@
\result >= -1 && \result < nodeList.length;
@
ensures
@
\result == -1 ==>
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length;
@
!o.equals(((Node)nodeList[i]).item));
@
ensures
@
\result >= 0 ==>
@
(\forall \bigint i; \result < i < nodeList.length;
@
!o.equals(((Node)nodeList[i]).item)) &&
@
o.equals(((Node)nodeList[\result]).item);
@*/
public /*@ strictly_pure @*/ int
lastIndexOf(/*@ nullable @*/ Object o) {
int index = size;
if (o == null) {
...
} else {
/*@
@ maintaining
@
(\forall \bigint i; index <= i < nodeList.length;
@
!o.equals(((Node)nodeList[i]).item));
@ maintaining
@
0 <= index && index <= nodeList.length;
@ maintaining
@
0 < index && index <= nodeList.length ==>
@
x == (Node)nodeList[index - 1];
@ maintaining
@
index == 0 <==> x == null;
@ decreasing
@
index;
@ assignable
@
\strictly_nothing;
@*/
for (Node x = last; x != null; x = x.prev) {
index--;
if (o.equals(x.item))
return index;
}
}
return -1;
}

Fig. 4: Method lastIndexOf(Object) annotated with JML. Searches the list
from last to first for an element. Returns −1 if this element is not present in the
list; otherwise returns the index of the node that was equal to the argument.
Only the contract and branch in which the argument is non-null is shown due
to space restrictions. Methods such as indexOf, removeFirstOccurrence and
removeLastOccurrence are very similar.
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Proof. Set strategy to default strategy, and set max. rules to 5,000, class axiom
delayed. Finish symbolic execution on the main goal. Set strategy to 1,000 rules
and select DefOps arithmetic rules. Close all provable goals under the root. One
goal remains. Perform update simplification macro on the whole sequent, perform
propositional with split macro on the consequent with conjunctions, and close
provable goals on the resulting subtree. There are two remaining cases:
– Case index − 1 = 0 ↔ x.prev = null: split the equivalence. First case,
suppose index − 1 = 0, then x = self .nodeList[0] = self .first and
self .first.prev = null: solvable through unfolding the invariant and equational rewriting. Now, second case, suppose x.prev = null. Then, either
index = 1 or index > 1 (from splitting index ≥ 1). The first of which
is trivial (close provable goal), and the second one requires instantiating
quantified statements from the invariant, leading to a contradiction. Since
we have supposed x.prev = null, but x = self .nodeList[index − 1] and
self .nodeList[index − 1].prev = self .nodeList[index − 2] and
self .nodeList[index − 2] 6= null.
– Case self .nodeList[index − 2] = x.prev. Follows from invariant, where
self .nodeList[index − 1] = x and
self .nodeList[index − 1].prev = self .nodeList[index − 2], and equational
rewriting.
Interesting verification conditions. The acyclicity property is used to close
verification conditions that arise as a result of potential aliasing of node instances: it is used as a separation lemma. Whenever a method changes the next
or prev fields of existing node(s) (see e.g. linkLast on page 2), we must establish
that in the new list, all nodes remain reachable from the first through prev and
next (i.e., “connectedness”). We proved this by using the fact that two nodes
instances are different if they have a different index in nodeList, which follows
from acyclicity. We sketch an argument why the acyclicity property follows from
the invariant. Below we show how the argument in KeY goes, see [3, 0:55–11:30].
Proposition. Acyclicity follows from the linked list invariant.
Proof. By contradiction: suppose a linked list of size n > 1 is not acyclic. Then
there are two indices, 0 ≤ i < j < n, such that the nodes at index i and j are
equal. Then it must hold that for all j ≤ k < n, the node at k is equal to the
node at k − (j − i). This follows from induction. Base case: if k = j, then node j
and node j − (j − i) = i are equal by assumption. Induction step: suppose node
at k is equal to node at k − (j − i), then if k + 1 < n it also holds that node
k + 1 equals node k + 1 − (j − i): this follows from the fact that node k + 1 and
k + 1 − (j − i) are both the next of node k < n − 1 and node k − (j − i). Since
the latter are equal, the former must be equal too. Now, for all j ≤ k < n, node
k equals node k − (j − i) in particular holds when k = n − 1. However, by the
property that only the last node has a null value for next, and a non-last node
has a non-null value for its next field, we derive a contradiction: if nodes k and
k − (j − i) are equal then all their fields must also have equal values, but node
k has a null and node k − (j − i) has a non-null next field!
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Summary of verification effort. The total effort of our case study was about 7
man months. The largest part of this effort is finding the right specification. KeY
supports various ways to specify Java code: model fields/methods, pure methods,
and ghost variables. For example, using pure methods, contracts are specified by
expressing the content of the list before/after the method using the pure method
get(i), which returns the ith item. This led to rather complex proofs: essentially
it led to reasoning in terms of relational properties on programs (i.e. get(i)
before vs get(i) after the method under consideration). After 2.5 man months of
writing partial specifications and partial proofs in these different formalisms, we
decided to go with ghost variables as this was the only formalism in which we
succeeded to prove non-trivial methods.
It then took ≈ 4 man months of iterating in our workflow through (failed)
partial proof attempts and refining the specs until they were sufficiently complete. In particular, changes to the class invariant were “costly”, as this typically
caused proofs of all the methods to break (one must prove that all methods preserve the class invariant). The possibility to interact with the prover was crucial
to pinpoint the cause of a failed verification attempt, and we used this feature
of KeY extensively to find the right changes/additions to the specifications.
After the introduction of the field nodeList, several methods could be proved
very easily, with a very low number of interactive steps or even automatically.
Methods unlink(Node) and linkBefore(Object, Node) could not be proven
without knowing the position of the node argument. We introduced a new ghost
field, nodeIndex, that acts like a ghost parameter. Luckily, this did not affect
the class invariant, and existing proofs that did not make use of the new ghost
field were unaffected.
Once the specifications are (sufficiently) complete, we estimate that it only
took approximately 1 or 1.5 man weeks to prove all methods. This can be reduced
further if informal proof descriptions are given. See Appendix A for some example
descriptions. Moreover, we have recorded a video of a 30 minute proof session
where the method unlinkLast is proven correct with respect to its contract [3].
Proof statistics. The below table summarizes the main proof statistics for all
methods. The last two columns are not metrics of the proof, but they indicate
the total lines of code (LoC) and the total lines of specifications (LoSpec).
Rules Branches Interactive Quant.ins Contract LoopInv LoC LoSpec
369,026 2,422
9,605
2,271
77
12
328 632
We found the most difficult proofs were for the method contracts of: clear(),
linkBefore(Object,Node), unlink(Node), node(int) and remove(Object).
The number of interactive steps seem a rough measure for effort required. But,
we note that it is not a reliable representation of the difficulty of a proof: an
experienced user can produce a proof with very few interactive steps, while an
inexperienced user may take many more steps. The proofs we have produced are
by no means minimal.
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Discussion

In this section we discuss some of the main challenges of verifying the real-world
Java implementation of a LinkedList, as opposed to the analysis of an idealized
mathematical linked list.
Extensive use of Java language constructs. The LinkedList class uses a wide
range of Java language features. This includes nested classes (both static and
non-static), inheritance, polymorphism, generics, exception (handling), object
creation and foreach loops. To load and reason about the real-world LinkedList
source code, requires an analysis tool with high coverage of the Java language,
including support for the aforementioned language features.
Support for intricate Java semantics. The Java List interface is position
based, and associates with each item in the list an index of Java’s int type. The
bugs described in Section 2.1 were triggered on large lists, in which integer overflows occurred. Thus, while an idealized mathematical integer semantics is much
simpler for reasoning, it could not be used to analyze the bugs we encountered!
It is therefore critical that the analysis tool faithfully supports Java’s semantics,
including Java’s integer (overflow) behavior.
Collections have a huge state space. A Java collection is an object that contains other objects (of a reference type). Collections can typically grow to an
arbitrary (but typically bounded) size. By their very nature, collections thus
intrinsically have a large state. To make this more concrete: triggering the bugs
in LinkedList requires at least 231 elements (and 64 GiB of memory), and each
element, since it is of a reference type, has at least 232 values. This poses serious
problems to fully automated analysis methods that explore the state space.
Interface specifications. Several of the LinkedList methods contain an interface type as parameter, for example the addAll method:
public boolean addAll(int index, Collection<? extends E> c) {
...
Object[] a = c.toArray();
...
}

As KeY follows the design by contract paradigm, verification of LinkedList’s
addAll method requires a contract for each of the other methods called, including
the toArray method in the Collection interface. Hence, the question arises:
how can we specify interface methods, such as Collection.toArray? Simple
conditions on parameters or the return value are easily expressed, but meaningful
contracts about the contents of the collection require some notion of state to
capture all mutations of the collection, so that previous calls to methods in
the interface that contributed to the current content of the collection are taken
into account. Model fields/methods are a widely used mechanism to define an
abstract state, given by one or more model variables, in terms of the concrete
state given (by the fields) in a concrete class. In this case, as only the interface
type Collection is known rather than a concrete class, a represents clause
cannot be defined. Thus the behavior of the interface cannot be fully captured
by specifications in terms of model fields/variables, including for methods such
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as Collection.toArray. Ghost variables cannot be used either, since ghost
variables are updated by adding set statements in method bodies, and interfaces
do not contain method bodies. This raises the question: how to specify behavior
of interface methods?7
Verifiable code revisions. We fixed the LinkedList class by explicitly bounding its maximum size to Integer.MAX Value elements, but other solutions are
possible. Rather than using integers indices for elements, one could change to
an index of type long or BigInteger. Such a code revision is however incompatible with the general Collection and List interfaces (whose method signatures
mandate the use integer indices), thereby breaking all existing client code that
uses LinkedList. Clearly this is not an option in a widely used language like
Java, or any language that aims to be backwards compatible.
It raises the challenge: can we find code revisions that are compatible with
existing interfaces and client classes? We can take this challenge even further:
can we use our workflow to find such compatible code revisions, and are also
amenable to formal verification? The existing code in general is not designed
for verification. For example, the LinkedList class exposes several implementation details to classes in the java.util package: i.e., all fields, including size, are
package private (not private!), which means they can be assigned a new value
directly (without calling any methods) by other classes in that package. This
includes setting size to negative values (!). As we have seen, the class malfunctions for negative size values. In short, this means that the LinkedList itself
cannot enforce its own invariants anymore: its correctness now depends on the
correctness of other classes in the package. The possibility to avoid calling methods to access the lists field may yield a small performance gain, but it precludes
a modular analysis: to assess the correctness of LinkedList one must now analyze all classes in the same package (!) to determine whether they make benign
changes (if any) to the fields of the list. Hence, we recommend to encapsulate
such implementation details, including making at least all fields private.
Proof reuse. Section 3.2 discussed the proof effort (in person months). It
revealed that while the total effort was 6-7 person months, once the specifications
are in place after many iterations of the workflow, producing the actual final
proofs took only 1-2 weeks! But minor specification changes often require to redo
nearly the whole proof, causing an explosion in the amount of effort needed.
Other program verification case studies [2,7,8,1] show similarly that the main
bottleneck today is specification, not verification. This calls for techniques to
optimize proof reuse.
Status of the challenges. Our case study raised various challenges for mechanized verification. The KeY system covered the Java language features sufficiently to load and statically verify the LinkedList source code. KeY also
supports various integer semantics, allowing us to analyze LinkedList with the
7

Since the representation of classes that implement the interface is unknown in the
interface itself, a particularly challenging aspect here is: how to specify the footprint
of an interface method, i.e.: what part of the heap can be modified by the method
in the implementing class?
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actual Java integer overflow semantics. As KeY is a theorem prover (based on
deductive verification), it does not explore the state space of the class under consideration, thus solving the problem of the huge state space of Java collections.
We could not find any other tools that solved these challenges (see also related
work below), so we decided at that point to use KeY.
Most of the other challenges are still open. The challenge concerning “Interface specifications” could perhaps be addressed by defining an abstract state of
an interface by using/developing some form of a trace specification that map a
sequence of calls to the interface methods to a value, together with a logic to
reason about such trace specifications.
The challenges related to code revisions and proof reuse are compounded
for analysis tools that use very fine-grained proof representations. For example, proofs in KeY consist of actual rule applications (rather than higher level
macro/strategy applications), and proof rule applications explicitly refer to the
indices of the (sub) formulas the rule is applied to. This results in a fragile proof
format, where small changes to the specifications or source code (such as a code
refactoring) break the proof.
Other state-of-the-art systems such as Coq, Isabelle and PVS support proof
scripts. Those proofs are described at a typically much more course-grained
level when compared to KeY. It would be interesting to see to what extent Java
language features and semantics can be handled in (extensions of) such higher
level proof script languages.
4.1

Related work

Knüppel et al. [12] provide a report on the specification and verification of some
methods of the classes ArrayList, Arrays, and Math of the OpenJDK Collections framework using KeY. Their report is mainly meant as a “stepping stone
towards a case study for future research.” To the best of our knowledge, no formal specification and verification of the actual Java implementation of a linked
list has been investigated. In general, the data structure of a linked list has been
studied mainly in terms of pseudo code of an idealized mathematical abstraction
(see [16] for an Eiffel version and [10] for a Dafny version).
This paper (and [12]) has shown that the specification and verification of
actual library software poses a number of serious challenges to formal verification. In our case study, we used KeY to verify Java’s linked list. Other systems
are also used to formalize Java, such as the general purpose theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL [15,11], or OpenJML [4], a prover dedicated to Java programs.
However, these formalizations do not have a complete enough Java semantics to
be able to analyze the bugs presented in this paper. In particular, these formalizations have no support for integer overflow arithmetic.
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Proof Descriptions

This section describes informally how some proofs can be produced using KeY
version 2.6.3. This version of KeY and the proof files are available on-line [9].
To produce proofs in KeY, the first step is to set-up KeY’s taclet base to
make use of particular groups of rules that correctly model Java’s integer overflow
semantics. This has to be done only once per set-up, as these taclet settings are
stored per computer user. To do so, start KeY and load an example (File, Load
Example, choose the first example). Then open Options, Taclet Options, and
configure them as follows:
JavaCard Off
Strings On
Assertions Safe
BigInt On
Initialization Disable static initialization
Integer Rules Java semantics
Integer Simplification Rules Full
Join Generate Is Weakening Goal Off
Model Fields Treat as axiom
More Sequence Rules On
Permissions Off
Program Rules Java
Reach On
Runtime Exceptions Ban
Sequences On
Well-definedness Checks Off
Well-definedness Operator L
After setting these taclet options, they become effective after loading the
next problem. We do that now: the main proof file LinkedList.key can be
loaded, and a contract selection window opens up. Each of the examples below
correspond to one contract in this window.
In the following proof descriptions, not all steps are explicitly described, but
they are not too difficult to find out. Moreover, variable names may depend
on the past session and its user interaction, so they may be different in KeY
than what is written here. What is important is that KeY’s automated strategy
has difficulty solving goals that involves variable casts. A typical approach is to
manually instantiate part of the invariant that states that nodeList’s elements
are an instanceof the Node class, and applying the rule for narrowing types to
bring equations in a similar shape to close the goal. These steps are typically
required at the end of a proof.
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Visibility
private
private
private
private
private
private
package
package
package
package
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

Method
checkElementIndex(int)
checkPositionIndex(int)
checkSize()
linkFirst(Object)
unlinkFirst(Node)
unlinkLast(Node)
linkBefore(Object,Node)
linkLast(Object)
node(int)
unlink(Node)
add(int,Object)
add(Object)
addFirst(Object)
addLast(Object)
BoundedLinkedList()
clear()
contains(null)
contains(Object)
element()
get(int)
getFirst()
getLast()
indexOf(null)
indexOf(Object)
lastIndexOf(null)
lastIndexOf(Object)
offer(Object)
offerFirst(Object)
offerLast(Object)
peek()
peekFirst()
peekLast()
poll()
pollFirst()
pollLast()
pop()
push(Object)
remove(int)
remove(null)
remove(Object)
removeFirst()
removeFirstOccurrence()
removeFirstOccurrence(Object)
removeLast()
removeLastOccurrence()
removeLastOccurrence(Object)
set(int,Object)
size()
toArray()
Total

Nodes Br.
1,373
14
1,495
14
1,455
14
33,651 180
11,187 114
11,024 101
28,147 222
24,576 131
12,953
54
65,800 261
5,577
41
1,676
11
1,864
10
1,694
10
563
3
16,341 130
961
12
717
13
2,045
27
3,108
21
566
7
575
7
7,115
49
6,582
43
4,145
29
4,572
26
2,949
16
2,813
18
2,011
10
943
8
943
8
944
8
7,257
28
21,717 115
3,069
13
10,196
40
4,216
24
1,863
26
7,043
72
4,217
63
633
8
968
12
699
14
10,841
25
4,226
36
4,498
38
1,510
29
86
4
21,222 102
364,626 2,261
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I.steps Q.ins C. li loc los
0
8 1 0 4 5
0
10 1 0 6 5
0
10 1 0 4 3
665 277 0 0 9 8
276
30 0 0 13 7
252
31 0 0 13 8
531 109 0 0 10 13
33 256 0 0 9 8
226
21 0 2 13 23
1,604 426 0 0 19 11
423
14 5 0 6 10
185
7 2 0 5 8
31
6 2 0 4 7
159
6 2 0 4 7
0
0 0 0 1 2
1,068
35 0 1 12 42
51
3 1 0 4 12
10
9 2 0 4 12
0
28 1 0 3 5
37
9 2 0 4 5
0
4 0 0 5 5
0
4 0 0 5 5
99
10 0 1 12 30
56
9 1 1 12 30
51
6 0 1 12 30
23
7 1 1 12 30
2
11 1 0 3 8
2
12 1 0 4 8
2
6 1 0 4 8
0
5 0 0 4 4
0
5 0 0 4 4
0
5 0 0 4 4
0
46 1 0 4 4
0 362 1 0 4 5
1
2 1 0 4 5
4 105 1 0 3 6
3
17 2 0 3 7
958
4 3 0 4 8
201
15 1 1 11 36
211
13 2 1 11 36
11
1 1 0 5 6
60
3 1 0 3 15
6
3 1 0 3 15
10
63 1 0 5 7
27
9 1 1 11 34
26
9 2 1 11 34
41
17 4 0 8 7
32
0 0 0 3 3
420 115 1 1 7 37
7,797 2,163 49 12 328 632

Table 1: Proof statistics of normal behavior contracts. See Table 2 for meaning
of column abbreviations.
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Visibility
private
private
private
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

Method
checkElementIndex(int)
checkPositionIndex(int)
checkSize()
add(int,Object)
add(int,Object)
add(Object)
addFirst(Object)
addLast(Object)
element()
get(int)
getFirst()
getLast()
offer(Object)
offerFirst(Object)
offerLast(Object)
pop()
push(Object)
remove()
remove(int)
removeFirst()
removeLast()
set(int,Object)

Exc
Nodes Br. I.steps Q.ins C. li loc los
IOOBE
295 9
184
2 3 0 6 5
IOOBE
280 10
160
2 3 0 6 5
ISE
156 7
90
2 2 0 4 4
ISE
666 11
79
9 1 0 6 5
IOOBE
174 8
89
5 2 0 6 7
ISE
135 6
54
5 1 0 5 5
ISE
134 6
53
5 1 0 4 5
ISE
136 6
55
5 1 0 4 5
NSEE
147 6
74
5 1 0 3 5
IOOBE
159 6
82
6 1 0 4 5
NSEE
220 10
77
5 1 0 5 5
NSEE
218 10
58
5 1 0 5 5
ISE
174 7
91
6 1 0 3 5
ISE
172 6
90
6 1 0 4 5
ISE
172 6
90
6 1 0 4 5
NSEE
156 6
75
6 1 0 3 5
ISE
172 6
90
6 1 0 3 5
NSEE
156 6
75
6 1 0 3 5
NSEE
148 6
65
5 1 0 4 6
NSEE
227 10
64
5 1 0 5 5
NSEE
155 7
49
1 1 0 5 5
NSEE
148 6
64
5 1 0 8 5
Total
4,400 161 1,808 108 28 0 100 112

Table 2: Proof statistics of exceptional behavior contracts. Column abbreviations: Exc is the exception thrown, Br. is the number of proof branches, I.steps is
the number of interactive steps, Q.ins is the number of quantifier instantiations,
C. is the number of method contracts applied, li is the number of loop invariants,
loc are lines of code, and los are lines of specification. Exception abbreviations:
IOOBE is index out of bounds exception, ISE is illegal state exception, NSEE
is no such element exception
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contains(Object)

The essence of this proof is to choose the right method contract when indexOf is
called. The strategy and symbolic execution go as before, but this time we need to
prune the proof right before where the method indexOf is called. We manually
choose the right contract: when proving the contract where the argument is
null, the corresponding contract for indexOf must be selected: similar for the
non-null contract. Then, after continuing symbolic execution and closing the
provable goals, there are two cases that remain:
– If the result of indexOf is −1, then we need to show that all items are
not-null (or not equal). This follows from the post-condition of the method
contract.
– If the result of indexOf is not −1, then we need to instantiate the existential
quantifier at some point with the result that indexOf has returned.
A.2

removeLastOccurrence(null)

This method also has two contracts, just like lastIndexOf. Again, the first steps
of the proof are the same: setting default strategy and symbolic execution. The
remaining cases are different:
– Case where if in loop body evaluates to false. Perform update simplification, propositional with split, and close provable goals macros. One goal
remains: index − 1 = 0 ↔ x.prev = null. Proof is similar as before.
– Case where if in loop body evaluates to true. Perform update simplification,
propositional with split, and close provable goals macros. One goal remains:
introduce index − 1 as witness to the existential quantifier. Perform propositional with split, close provable goals macros. Introduce universal quantifier,
and the rest follows from loop invariant.
A.3

clear()

We take the method clear() as an example where the acyclicity property is
needed for verification. Figure 5 shows that for each node, its fields prev, item,
and next are cleared. The maintaining clauses are loop invariants, where ghost
field index is used to point to the position in the loop. With every iteration
the index is incremented with 1. The second last invariant specifies that for an
iteration, the node whose fields are cleared, is the one next to the one that was
on turn during the previous iteration. In the proof tree that the user builds up
in KeY, at some point this results in a corresponding proof obligation that is
partially shown here:
i_6 < 1 + index_1_0,
i_6 > -1,
...
1 + index_1_0 >= 0,
self.nodeList.length >= 1 + index_1_0,
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...
\forall int i;
(
i >= 0 & 1 + index_1_0 * -1 + i <= 0
->
(java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i].prev
@heap[anon(allLocs,
anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)] = null
& (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i].item
@heap[anon(allLocs,
anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)] = null
& (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i].next
@heap[anon(allLocs,
anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)] = null),
...
==>
...
\if (self.nodeList[index_1_0] =
(java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i_6])
\then ((java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)(null))
\else ((java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
self.nodeList[i_6].prev@anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)
= null &
& \if(self.nodeList[index_1_0] =
(java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i_6])
\then ((java.lang.Object)(null))
\else ((java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
self.nodeList[i_6].item@anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)
= null
& \if (self.nodeList[index_1_0] =
(java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)self.nodeList[i_6])
\then ((java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)(null))
\else ((java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
self.nodeList[i_6].next@anon_heap_LOOP<<anonHeapFunction>>)
= null

Above is a proof obligation for clear() for the loop invariant where fields are
cleared. index 1 0 is a logical variable derived by KeY, whose meaning is reflected by program variable index. Logical variable i 6 comes is in when the
loop invariant is ‘unpacked’ (by applying rule allRight).
When i 6 < index 1 0, how can we be sure that this means that the nodes are
different? To be sure, we have to ensure that the list is acyclic. This is expressed
by the formula shown below.
\forall int j;
\forall int i;
(
index_1_0 <= i & i < j & j <
self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP.length
-> ! (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[i])
= (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[j]))

We associate a cut rule with this formula. The goal where the formula is a succedent needs to be closed in order to proof acyclicity. Applying twice allRight
and then impRight leaves us with the proof obligation partially shown below.
...
index_1_0 <= i_5 & i_5 < j_0 &
j_0 < self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP.length
==>
-> ! (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[i_5])
= (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[j_0])
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/*@
@ also
@ public normal_behavior
@
ensures
@
nodeList == \seq_empty &&
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < \old(nodeList.length);
@
((Node)\old(nodeList[i])).prev == null &&
@
((Node)\old(nodeList[i])).item == null &&
@
((Node)\old(nodeList[i])).next == null);
@*/
public void clear() {
//@ ghost \bigint index;
//@ set index = 0;
/*@
@ maintaining
@
0 <= index && index <= nodeList.length;
@ maintaining
@
x != null ==> index < nodeList.length;
@ maintaining
@
index < nodeList.length ==> x == nodeList[index];
@ maintaining
@
(\forall \bigint i; index<=i<nodeList.length-1;
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).next==(Node)nodeList[i+1]);
@ maintaining
@
nodeList.length > 0 ==>
@
((Node)nodeList[nodeList.length-1]).next == null;
@ maintaining
@
nodeList == \old(nodeList);
@ maintaining
@
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < index;
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).prev == null &&
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).item == null &&
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).next == null);
@ maintaining
@
(\forall \bigint i; index <= i < nodeList.length;
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).prev ==
@
\old(((Node)nodeList[i]).prev) &&
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).item ==
\old(((Node)nodeList[i]).item) &&
@
@
((Node)nodeList[i]).next ==
@
\old(((Node)nodeList[i]).next));
@ decreasing
@
nodeList.length - index;
@*/
for (Node x = first; x != null;) {
Node next = x.next;
x.item = null;
x.next = null;
x.prev = null;
//@ set index = index + 1;
x = next;
}
first = last = null;
size = 0;
//@ set nodeList = \seq_empty;
modCount++;
}

Fig. 5: Method clear() annotated with JML. Removes all of the elements from
this list. The list will be empty after this call returns.
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By taking the opposite of above acyclicity property, viz., by replacing each
\forall by \exists, and by removing the negation symbol !, we create a contradiction. We take the formula that is shown below for a next cut rule to be
instantiated.
\forall int k;
(
j_0 <= k & k < self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP.length
->
(java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[k])
= (java.util.BoundedLinkedList.Node)
(self.nodeList@anon_heap_LOOP[k - (j_0 - i_5)]))

The goal where this formula is on the right side of the sequent, can be closed by
using induction. The base case (k = j 0) is evident, and the step case (k + 1) is
based on the 4th maintaining clause of the loop invariant (Figure 5). The goal
where this formula is on the left side of the sequent can also be closed. This is
because there is a contradiction between last having a next value of null, and
at the same time the list being cyclic, i.e., last is the same node as another node
not having a next value of null. What makes it closeable in the end is having
the formula below on both sides of the sequent. This formula can be deduced by
having k = self.nodeList.length - 1.
self.nodeList[self.nodeList.length - 1 - (j_0 - i_5) + 1] = null

This means acyclicity has been proved and thus can be used as an assumption,
in the proof obligation where we needed it in the first place.

B

Additional listings

B.1

java.util.List

Based on OpenJDK8, version jdk8-b132. This version is of 2014-03-04 as found
on https://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk8/jdk8/jdk/.
Only the essential parts of Javadoc are shown.
package java.util;
import java.util.function.UnaryOperator;
public interface List<E> extends Collection<E> {
// Query Operations
/** Returns the number of elements in this list. */
int size();
/** Returns true if this list contains no elements. */
boolean isEmpty();
/** Returns true if this list contains the specified
element. */
boolean contains(Object o);
/** Returns an iterator over the elements in this list
in proper sequence. */
Iterator<E> iterator();
/** Returns an array containing all of the elements in
this list in proper sequence (from first to last
element). */
Object[] toArray();
/** Returns an array containing all of the elements in
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this list in proper sequence (from first to last
element); the runtime type of the returned array
is that of the specified array. */
<T> T[] toArray(T[] a);
// Modification Operations
/** Appends the specified element to the end of this list
(optional operation). */
boolean add(E e);
/** Removes the first occurrence of the specified element
from this list, if it is present (optional
operation). */
boolean remove(Object o);
// Bulk Modification Operations
/** Returns true if this list contains all of the elements
of the specified collection. */
boolean containsAll(Collection<?> c);
/** Appends all of the elements in the specified
collection to the end of this list, in the order
that they are returned by the specified collection's
iterator (optional operation). */
boolean addAll(Collection<? extends E> c);
/** Inserts all of the elements in the specified
collection into this list at the specified position
(optional operation). */
boolean addAll(int index, Collection<? extends E> c);
/** Removes from this list all of its elements that are
contained in the specified collection (optional
operation). */
boolean removeAll(Collection<?> c);
/** Retains only the elements in this list that are
contained in the specified collection (optional
operation). */
boolean retainAll(Collection<?> c);
/** Replaces each element of this list with the result of
applying the operator to that element. */
default void replaceAll(UnaryOperator<E> operator) {
Objects.requireNonNull(operator);
final ListIterator<E> li = this.listIterator();
while (li.hasNext()) {
li.set(operator.apply(li.next()));
}
}
/** Sorts this list according to the order induced by the
specified Comparator. */
default void sort(Comparator<? super E> c) {
Collections.sort(this, c);
}
/** Removes all of the elements from this list (optional
operation). */
void clear();
// Comparison and hashing
/** Compares the specified object with this list for
equality. */
boolean equals(Object o);
/** Returns the hash code value for this list. */
int hashCode();
// Positional Access Operations
/** Returns the element at the specified position in this
list. */
E get(int index);
/** Replaces the element at the specified position in this
list with the specified element (optional
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operation). */
E set(int index, E element);
/** Inserts the specified element at the specified
position in this list (optional operation). */
void add(int index, E element);
/** Removes the element at the specified position in this
list (optional operation). */
E remove(int index);
// Search Operations
/** Returns the index of the first occurrence of the
specified element in this list, or -1 if this list
does not contain the element. */
int indexOf(Object o);
/** Returns the index of the last occurrence of the
specified element in this list, or -1 if this list
does not contain the element. */
int lastIndexOf(Object o);
// List Iterators
/** Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list
(in proper sequence). */
ListIterator<E> listIterator();
/** Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list
(in proper sequence), starting at the specified
position in the list. */
ListIterator<E> listIterator(int index);
// View
/** Returns a view of the portion of this list between the
specified fromIndex, inclusive, and toIndex,
exclusive. */
List<E> subList(int fromIndex, int toIndex);
/** Creates a Spliterator over the elements in this
list. */
@Override
default Spliterator<E> spliterator() {
return Spliterators.spliterator(this, Spliterator.ORDERED);
}

}

